Letters to the Tech
To the Editor:

The proposed Center for International Studies — SDS de- bates — was described by Senator John William Weld in his Science Research in the United States had carried the burden of question of time. SDS refused to debate at 4 pm. Their insistence on the Center’s was to be made up, he said, of “the critical points: aggressive bidding will — will often place the burden of per- fect defense on the opponents. A mistake will usually follow, the headline to pocket the rewards of well- reasoned gambling."

TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED: WE GET RESULTS!
Write: 40 Clifton Street;
New York City at minimal cost

Or call: (617) 321-1338

PREGNANT?
Need Help? In assistance obtaining a legal abortion.
New York City at minimal cost

Phone: (212) 247-5800
24 hours a day, seven days a week for confidential and personal service

New York Abortion Referral Service (ARS) Inc.